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A  STRONG, CONTENTED 
AND HAPPY HUNGARY -  A  GENERAL 

INTEREST EUROPEAN
BY

CHARLES ARADY

The wheels of God grind slowly, but they grind 
exceeding small.” On July 10th. the German 
"  Leader and Chancellor, Herr Hitler, discussed 

matters with the Hungarian Prime Minister and Foreign 
Minister in the presence of Herr von Ribbentrop, German 
Foreign Minister, and Count Ciano, Italian Foreign Minister. 
The importance of these pourparlers was decisive, — a 
boundary-stone between the period created by the Paris 
Peace Treaties and that of the Europe to be now brought 
into being.

The Treaties of Versailles, Neuilly and Trianon con
verted South-Estem Europe into a smouldering volcano. 
These treaties cut into pieces the frontiers of thousand-year- 
old States, shattered economic units and subjected peoples 
to foreign yokes, “ driving masses of human beings from the 
possession of one nation to that of another as if those human 
beings had been unreasoning animals and bartering away 
towns and villages, utteraly regardless of their past and 
their geographical and economic conditions, like an auctio
neer selling to the highest bidder articles which have lost 
their owners’ ’. These treaties incited peoples against one 
another, inoculating South-Eastern Europe with the virus of 
hatred, intolerance, terror and the passion of oppression. 
They made a “bellum omnium contra omnes" of the soul the 
dominant feeling. Infinite impoverishment and decay sprang 
from the seeds sown by the Paris Treaties of Peace; and
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the mass of unsolvable problems resulting brought about a 
series of economic crises. The whole of South-Eastern 
Europe became a powder-barrel, —  a mere match thrown 
away carelessly would have sufficed to cause an explosion 
on this danger-zone of Europe.

Only the time was uncertain; there could be no doubt 
as to the inevitability of the explosion. That explosion was 
inevitable; the relentless logic of natural and economic laws 
made it inevitable.

And the re-adjustment of this part of Europe must 
without fail first neutralise the activity of this smouldering 
volcano; the inflammable, explosive and festering matter 
that has accumulated in this undermined storm-centre of 
Europe must be removed. Hungary has at all times been of 
this opinion —  and that is why she has shown such self- 
discipline and determination and self-sacrifice, refusing to 
yield even to the most alluring enticements and the tempta
tions of the ephemeral benefits held out to her in days of 
hardship, — that is why she has waited with praeterhuman 
self-denial for a beginning to be made with the cleaning of 
the Augias stable of South-Eastern Europe. As far back as 
1938 the first step in the work of effecting the great re
adjustment restored to Hungary a part of the Highlands 
(the Upper Hungary of pre-War days); and in 1939 there 
followed as a logical consequence the restoration of Sub- 
Carpathia.

But the great work cannot be completely successful 
unless it is effected in a spirit of recognition of Hungary’s 
importance, and unless Hungary is ensured that role in 
Europe which she played so magnificently during ten cen
turies, — unless due appreciation is shown of the importance 
of Hungary referred to by writers speaking of that country 
as ‘‘the advance bulwark of defence of Europe” . And truly, 
there can be no lasting peace ensuring universal satisfac-
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tion, no tranquillity or development or prosperity in South- 
Eastern Europe unless the process of re-adjustment shows 
a due appreciation also of this importance of Hungary. Nor 
can the Hungarians for a moment doubt that this will be 
so. The only State fitted to act as the key-State of South- 
Eastern Europe is that Hungary the thousand-year past of 
which proves that her individuality and her geographical and 
economic situation makes her alone capable of playing that 
role. For to quote the clever variation of an old theme made 
by a Swiss writer — "if there were no strong, contented and 
happy Hungary, it would be in the interest of the Great 
Powers to create one!"

The Munich discussions have been followed by Ruma
nian and Bulgarian statesmen being invited to Salzburg, by 
pourparlers with Slovak statesmen and by conversations in 
Rome. These developments were received with perfect con
fidence and tranquillity by Hungarian public opinion, for it 
is fully aware that without the realisation of its legitimate 
claims and the assertion of the European role of Hungary 
there never has been and never can be real peace in the 
South-East of Europe.
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